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ABSTRACT
Search engine optimization (SEO) can significantly influencewhat is
shown on the result pages of commercial search engines. However,
it is unclear what proportion of (top) results have actually been
optimized.We developed a tool that uses a semi-automatic approach
to detect, based on a given URL, whether SEO measures were taken.
In this multi-dimensional approach, we analyze the HTML code
from which we extract information on SEO and analytics tools.
Further, we extract SEO indicators on the page level and the website
level (e.g., page descriptions and loading time of a website). We
amend this approach by using lists of manually classified websites
and use machine learning methods to improve the classifier. An
analysis based on three datasets with a total of 1,914 queries and
256,853 results shows that a large fraction of pages found in Google
is at least probably optimized, which is in line with statements
from SEO experts saying that it is tough to gain visibility in search
engines without applying SEO techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Search engine optimization (SEO), which is defined as “the practice
of optimizing web pages in a way that improves their ranking in the
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organic search results” [26], can be regarded as lying somewhere
between helping search engines finding and indexing relevant con-
tent and manipulating their results. The SEO industry’s revenue is
expected to reach $80 billion in the U.S. in 2020 [30]. Many websites
heavily depend on the traffic they gain from search engines, espe-
cially from Google, the market leader in Web search. This search
engine has a market share of 87% in the United States and 93% in
Europe across all platforms as of January 2021 [49].

While there are no studies investigating the overall traffic web-
sites receive from search engines, search traffic to some popular sites
gives an indication: The New York Times website receives 33.5% of
its traffic from search engines, IBM.com 45.6%, pinterest.com 38.0%,
and acm.org even 67.6% [47].

A central question that has not been addressed in prior research
is to which degree result lists in search engines are externally
influenced by search engine optimization (SEO). While there is
a vast body of professional literature on optimizing websites to be
better found through search engines, the scholarly literature on
SEO mainly focuses on analyzing search results to help website
owners apply scientifically proven SEO techniques to improve their
sites’ rankings.

In our research, we take the user’s perspective on SEO: To what
degree are search engine result lists influenced by optimized pages?
This is an essential question as the influence of SEO could mean that
high-quality pages that have not been optimized are suppressed
from the top results and replaced by lower-quality pages. This, in
turn, would take into question the success of search engines in
providing users with the most relevant results.

This paper aims to describe our approach to identifying content
optimized for search engines through analyzing the HTML code and
further data on the website level, combined with lists of manually
classified websites. We further classify results by using a decision
tree with features of relevant factors for SEOmeasures. Our analysis
is based on three datasets containing a total of 256,853 URLs. The
main results are that a large fraction of top results in Google has
been optimized, that we can assume the effect of SEO to be stronger
for popular queries, and that there are no vast differences between
the ratio for optimized results on different result positions.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: First, we provide
a literature review showing the background of our research. Then,
we report on how we identified and classified SEO indicators. After
that, we give information on the URL classification and the datasets
used. We then present the results of our analysis, discuss them and
conclude with implications and suggestions for further research.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This section gives an overview of research relevant to understand-
ing the practices and the influence of search engine optimization,
user selection behavior on result pages, trust in search engines, and
approaches used to identify SEO in search result documents.

2.1 The practice and influence of search engine
optimization

In the context of search enginemarketing (SEM), there are twoways
to gain visibility on the result pages of commercial search engines:
paid search marketing (PSM) and search engine optimization (SEO).
In PSM, content provider book ads with the search engine, which
are then usually shown at the top of the search engine result pages
(SERPs). Alongside the booking of keyword ads, SEO is the second
way to gain visibility in search engines [31]. Contrary to booking
ads, where the advertiser pays the search engine for every click on
the ad, the clicks on organic results are not associated with direct
costs for the website provider. This makes SEO an attractive set
of techniques to almost all content providers on the web. While
search engine optimization is most often associated with optimizing
for products and services, it is important to note that the same
techniques are used for optimizing informational contents, i.e.,
users aiming to get informed about a topic will encounter optimized
content (such as content produced by public-relations agencies)
without knowing it.

Search engine optimization considers techniques on the website
level as well as on the document level. Some measures are used to
improve the overall performance of a website (e.g., improving the
speed at which pages are delivered, improving the site structure).
Other measures apply to the individual documents on the site (e.g.,
keyword density).

Search engine optimization can have positive effects. It was
demonstrated that search engine optimization methods positively
affect usability [55, 59] and the accessibility of websites [32]. How-
ever, it is unclear if – or to what degree – SEO also positively affects
the relevance of the search results. This positive effect may stem
from the fact that content is prepared to easily allow the user to find
potentially relevant information objects [54]. Further, as current
ranking algorithms aim to optimize user satisfaction [6], content
optimized to satisfy the users will be preferred.

Overall, search engine optimization professionals paint a very
positive picture of their profession, making content discoverable
through search engines and bringing good content to their top
results [41]. However, there is also a “dark side” to SEO, and it is un-
clear where the boundary between ethical and unethical work lies
[66].[28] surveyed search engine optimizers, journalists, and aca-
demics, revealing the increasing importance of SEO for news outlets
and, in turn, for the training of journalists. This study highlights
the importance of SEO for professional content creation. Further,
in an interview study with professionals at Greek media organiza-
tions, it was found that SEO increasingly influences journalists in
their writing and that SEO policies are applied in newsrooms [13].
Interview studies found that journalists have reservations against
SEO in the context of journalistic work [7, 13, 37]. [13] found that
while SEO was considered indispensable as it ensures visibility of

the content, it also has a significant influence on topic setting. This,
in turn, can reduce the quality of the journalism being produced.

2.2 Selection behavior in search engine result
pages

The selection behavior on the search engine results pages can be
characterized as strongly oriented to the given order and represen-
tation. The most important overarching explanatory models for
user behavior on the results pages are the principle of least effort
[67] and satisficing [48].

As search engines present results in the form of ranked lists, the
position effect plays a huge role in what users look at [23, 50] and
which results they select. They predominantly select the results
listed first, and an overwhelming number of clicks aremade on these
results. This effect has been demonstrated in numerous studies (e.g.,
[2, 4, 18, 19, 35, 45, 62]). However, not only the ranking of the results
is important but also them being shown in the so-called visible area
of the SERP, i.e., the results that are [16]. Users preferably select
results from this area [20]. In current result presentations, results
from multiple sources (e.g., news, videos) are shown together on
a single SERP. This incorporation of results from several vertical
search engines leads to a different presentation of search results.
Results that take up more space on the search results page or are
graphically more attractive are more likely to be perceived and
selected [27].

The effect of this user behavior is shown in a large-scale study
from Yahoo research [15]. Analyzing 2.6 billion search queries, this
research found that in web search, about 80 percent of all clicked
results are accounted for by only 10,000 websites. This underlies
the massive effect of result position and the attractiveness of taking
measures to make one’s content be shown in these top positions.

2.3 Trust in search engines
Search engine users show a high level of trust in search engines and
Google in particular. In a representative survey in the United States,
three-quarters of respondents said they trusted the information they
found on search engines. 28% do so for all or almost all, 45% for most
information [38]. Results for the European Union are very similar:
78% of respondents in a representative survey said they trust the
search results provided are the most relevant, ranging from 67% in
Romania to 87% in Austria [10]. Search engine trustworthiness is
comparable to traditional news media, as shown by a representative
study of Internet users from 28 markets, including the United States,
China, and Germany [9]. A study using a representative sample of
German Internet users found that users with little knowledge of
search engines are more likely to trust and use Google than other
users [43].

Non-representative studies add to this picture by showing that
a high ranking also increases sponsor credibility [61], that male
college students seem to be more likely to trust search engines to
provide objective results than women [53]. Students place search
engines in terms of their results being reliable somewhere between
libraries and databases (both of which were considered by most
respondents to be mostly or always reliable) and internet commu-
nities, forums, blogs, and podcasts (which were considered not
reliable or only somewhat reliable) [21].
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In laboratory studies, it has been shown that users select results
shown at the top of result lists even if they are less relevant [35, 45]
or less credible [56, 58] than results shown at lower ranks.

2.4 Measuring search engine optimization
In this section, we review the literature dealing with identifying
factors relevant to SEO, using them as indicators to detect SEO
measures in websites or documents, and measuring the conformity
of websites or documents to SEO best practices. It is important to
note that the aim of the studies reported here is to measure SEO
success, i.e., whether documents are optimized in ways that reflect
best practices in SEO, leading to a higher ranking in commercial
search engines. The focus of our research, on the other hand, is
to investigate whether SEO measures have been applied to the
documents, irrespective of their success.

The aim of most of the research reported here is to compare
the rankings of different websites by analyzing indicators that con-
tribute to these sites’ ranking. The goal is to give recommendations
on how to improve websites and documents through SEO tech-
niques. For instance, [3] and [17] developed tools that recommend
SEO measures based on analysis of a given website.

Correlational studies are based on lists of indicators that at least
in some way reflect the (presumed) ranking factors of commercial
search engines. The lists used in empirical work range from con-
taining just some factors to more extensive lists [8, 17, 34, 39, 57].
Some use indicator lists even more fine-grained than the usual fac-
tors reported in the practitioner literature [34, 39]. However, these
works lack a systematic collection and analysis of SEO indicators
based on the literature and expert opinion.

As the studies use different sets of indicators, it is hardly possible
to compare the results. Correlations between indicators and search
engine rankings are found [3, 8, 11, 14, 17, 51, 57, 65], but it remains
unclear which factors actually explain the rankings. Some promis-
ing factors, predominantly ones that form the basics of the pro-
fessional SEO literature, are found. These include several on-page
factors such as optimized meta tags (i.e., tags to provide structured
metadata about a web page) and page speed optimization and sev-
eral off-page factors such as the number of backlinks (i.e, links from
external sites pointing to this particular page) [1, 33, 46, 64]. While
factors used by SEO professionals have been applied in research,
other factors indicating SEO efforts (such as the use of specialized
SEO tools) have not been included so far.

Regarding the datasets used, it should be noted that it is unclear
how representative the studies’ queries are for the general search
engine queries. Some studies also focus on specific business sectors
or institutions, e.g., media [14], publishing [57], or institutions of
higher education [5, 12], and, therefore, use specific sets of queries.

Further to the goal of improving rankings in search engines, [32]
found positive correlations between SEO and website accessibility.
[12] found correlations between qualitymetrics (including usability)
and SEO success. This line of research indicates positive effects of
SEO beyond the initial goal of achieving better ranking.

While the studies reported so far investigated correlations be-
tween result positions and SEO indicators, some research also fo-
cused on the degree to which websites or documents have been
optimized. In a comparative study, [34] use aMulti-Criteria Decision

Making (MCDM) algorithm to determine the degree of optimization
of academic sites. [29] used machine learning algorithms to classify
web pages into three predefined classes according to the degree
of search engine optimization. This involved both identifying rel-
evant features for SEO using correlation analyses and evaluating
the accuracy of classification algorithms. However, a shortcoming
of this study is that the accuracy is measured by comparing the
algorithm’s performance to expert judgments, which themselves
may not be accurate. Many SEO techniques cannot be seen from a
cursory inspection of a website’s contents but can only be found
through more in-depth technical analysis.

The literature review shows that search engine optimization
is a mature line of business, applying sophisticated techniques
to achieve visibility in search engines. On the other hand, search
engine users choose only from a limited set of top results shown
and usually do not question how these results were generated.
They expose a high level of trust in search engines to provide them
with the most relevant results. Prior research aiming to identify
SEO in given documents focused on whether the measures taken
were successful in terms of better rankings. Research gaps lie in
identifying SEO in search results at a large scale, using a large
number of SEO indicators, and measuring whether SEO measures
have been taken (as opposed to measuring SEO success). In the
remainder of this paper, we address these gaps.

3 IDENTIFYING SEO FACTORS
At first glance, one could assume that, as search engine optimizers
try to reverse-engineer Google’s ranking factors to make their
content visible in that search engine, ranking factors and SEO
factors are the same. However, we have to consider that not all
SEO efforts are successful. For instance, someone trying to gain
visibility in Google might use keyword stuffing, i.e., repeating a
keyword on a webpage very often, suggesting to the search engine
that the page is relevant to that keyword. Obviously, this approach
will not work as search engines can detect such simple gaming
methods. However, as we aim to detect whether content providers
seek to optimize their pages, keyword stuffing may still be a factor
for detecting optimized pages. Whether content providers have
successfully optimized their pages is not a criterion relevant to our
classification.

Our model of SEO factors and its implementation is based on an
extensive review of the professional literature and interviews we
conducted with SEO experts [41, 44]. In total, our model consists
of 48 factors, which can be grouped along three dimensions: tools
and plugins, URL lists, and indicators for SEO. We prioritized these
factors for the implementation in our system. It should be noted that
the current implementation considers 21 factors only. These have
been considered the most fruitful by the experts and researchers,
and have also been validated through machine learning methods in
our initial studies. We are confident that already at this stage, we
can reliably identify optimized content.

Our approach combines the automatic identification of SEO indi-
cators from web pages and websites with manually generating lists
of optimized and not optimized websites. We follow this approach
as results in search engines are not equally distributed, i.e., there
is only a relatively small set of websites that account for a large
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fraction of the URLs shown [36] and clicked in the top results [15].
This means that by manually classifying a limited set of websites,
we can already detect a relatively large fraction of optimized pages.

We created five lists of manually classified websites: SEO cus-
tomers, news websites, online shops, business websites, websites
with ads, and not optimized websites (for details, see Table 1). News
websites are classified as being optimized as all the SEO experts we
interviewed agreed that all news companies use SEO techniques to
increase the visibility of their content. We manually categorized the
websites by evaluating the content of 13,000 URLs. In the automatic
analysis, we focused on identifying tools used by search engine op-
timizers on the one hand and indicators for SEO on the other hand.
We differentiate between two types of tools: Tools particularly used
for search engine optimization and analytics tools that are not nec-
essarily used for SEO purposes exclusively but are usually used in
the SEO context. We identified tools through analyzing the HTML
code of the results found. When a tool is used, a hint can usually be
found in the HTML comments or a script. The following examples
show code snippets used by the Yoast SEO plugin (an SEO tool) and
Google Analytics (an analytics tool):
<!--This site is optimized with
the Yoast SEO plugin v12.4 --
\url{https://yoast.com/wordpress} /plugins/seo/-->
<!-- Google Analytics -->
<script>(function(i,s,o,g,r,a,m)
\{i['GoogleAnalyticsObject']$=$r;$\ldots$

Wemanually extracted SEO tools and analytic tools from a set of
approx. 30,000 URLs, resulting in a list of 58 SEO tool names and 54
analytics tool names, respectively. In this approach, we used lists of
known SEO plugins and analytics tools1 to check if we could find
references to these plugins in the HTML comments. In addition,
we searched the comments for signal words like SEO to find tools
and plugins that were not included in the lists.

In terms of SEO indicators, we extract information from the
page’s HTML code, further information on the website level, and
teste for page speed. Data extracted from the HTML code includes
the use of a page description and nofollow links, among others.
Information on the website level includes the use of SEO-specific
information in the robots.txt file and the use of a sitemap file. Fi-
nally, we measure page speed, as one of the fundamental technical
factors in search engine optimization is optimizing the pages to
load quickly. We used these indicators to build a rule-based clas-
sifier to determine the probability of search engine optimization
in four classes: definitely optimized, probably optimized, probably
not optimized, and definitely not optimized. The rules are relatively
simple since they only check the presence or absence of an indicator.
A weighting was not performed. We decided to use this approach
because we wanted to create a large dataset for further evaluation
compared to other approaches like collecting judgments by SEO
experts to build a training set [29], resulting in small datasets. Fur-
ther, it is unclear how reliable experts can detect SEO measures on
given webpages.

We built the dataset based on this classifier. We used it to apply
machine learning methods for evaluating the rule-based classifier

1SEO plugins: https://wordpress.org/plugins/tags/seo/ and analytics tools: https://
wordpress.org/plugins/tags/analytics/

and to evaluate the indicators that we do not track in the rule-based
approach for suitability for classifying web pages using our search
engine optimization probability classes. We also investigated how
well the classifier performs without features based on lists (e.g., the
list with SEO tools or the list with News websites). We wanted to
evaluate if we could produce useful results even for features that
require constant editing and maintenance.

The dataset for our machine learning processes consisted of
281.848 documents and all of the 49 indicators. First, we performed
an ANOVA-f test for feature reduction and found that we can per-
form our classification with 21 of the indicators. Next, we deter-
mined the importance of these features using a decision tree classi-
fier because it gives feature importances and is a close equivalent to
the rule-based approach. We created a train/test split with a test size
of 0.33 (93.949 documents) using a prediction score and prediction
probability score to get both the prediction from the rule-based
classifier and the probability for each prediction. We then calculated
the importance of the features in the classification. As a result, we
used the new feature list to create a new model for a decision tree
classifier to classify a different dataset. We evaluated 12 classifier
algorithms (e.g., Naive Bayes Gradient Boost and Support Vector
Machines) and decided to use a decision tree classifier because of
the best ratio of accuracy and processing time.

The decision tree classifier performs with an accuracy of 99.7%,
and amacro-precision of 99.6%, macro recall of 99.3% and amacro-f1
of 99.5%which is no surprise sincewe developed simple rules before-
hand. The goal of this approach was to determine which features
are relevant and which can be neglected. We also created a decision
model without any external features, which performed with an
accuracy of 79.8%. This is still good to pre-classify documents if
external features from our lists are missing. In the following, we
focus on the model with all features since our rule-based approach
is built on it.

We built a system that automatically queries Google, collects
result URLs and result positions from the SERPs, collects the result
documents, analyzes the HTML code, and checks the URLs against
our database of already known websites. We will not focus on the
technical implementation in this paper; details can be found in [52].
Table 1 provides an overview of all indicators used for the classifica-
tion. It shows the indicators from the rule-based classification with
the class members, short descriptions for the rules for the classes
and for the indicators, and the results from the feature reduction
from machine learning. We used these results for the classification
of the datasets, as detailed in the next section.

4 DATASETS
To test our system and the decision tree classifier, we used three
datasets based on query sets and results collected from Google
through screen scraping. Table 2 gives an overview of all datasets
with a description, the number of queries, the number of scraped
search results, and the source for the search queries. With various
topics and a total of 256,853 result URLs without duplicates, we
are confident to have built a large and diverse enough dataset for
testing purposes. In the following, we will present and discuss the
results for the datasets separately to show if and how the results
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Table 1: Indicators used for classifying the documents found, ordered according to their respective rule-based class, with
representation of their use in the decision tree classifier

Indicator Description decision tree
Definitely
optimized

A result is definitely optimized if at least one of the very obvious search
engine optimization criteria from our list of SEO indicators is met. Very
obvious here means that the intention of SEO is clearly visible.

SEO Tools Tools that dedicatedly support SEO measures, e.g., Yoast SEO
Plugin

x

SEO customers Customers of search engine optimization agencies
(manually collected; 1,004 items)

x

Websites with ads List of websites showing ads (manually collected; 325 items) x
News websites List of news websites (manually collected; 1,203 items) x
Microdata and
schema.org

Use of microdata or schema.org on a website to define the context of the
data, e.g., JSON-LD

-

Probably optimized A result is probably optimized if it is not classified as definitely optimized, the
element is not classified as not optimized, and it meets one of the indicators
that we define as best practices for SEO or if the document has a visible
commercial intent.

Analytics Tools Tools that are used for website analytics, e.g., Google Analytics -
Online shops List of websites (manually collected; 178 items) x
Business websites List of business websites (manually collected; 72 items) -

HTTPS Usage of Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure x
Pagespeed Loading time of a website < 3s x
SEO in robots.txt SEO indicators in robots.txt of a website, e.g., crawl-delay x
Nofollow links Use of tags on the website to instruct search engines to ignore the target of

the link for ranking purposes
-

Canonical links Use of canonical tags on the website to prevent duplicate content issues x
Online advertisements Use of contextual and affiliate marketing on a website, e.g., Google Ads -
Sitemap Use of a sitemap on a website -
Viewport Definition of a viewport for a responsive design

e.g., <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">
x

Open Graph Tags Usage of open graph tags for previews of content on social media
e.g., <meta property="og:title" content="website title” />

x

Probably not
optimized

A result is probably not optimized if it is not definitely optimized, is not
classified as not optimized, and does not have a title or description tag. These
criteria are the basics of search engine optimization, so we weighted this
classification result as more important if we also found criteria for classifying
a result as probably optimized.

Description Use of a site description x
Title Use of a site title x
Definitely not
optimized

A result is definitely not optimized when it is on the list of definitely not
optimized websites.

Not optimized List of websites know not to be optimized (manually collected; 1 item) x
Features not used in the
rule-based classifier
H1 Tag Use of H1 tags for headings on the first level x
URL length Length of the URL without the scheme and protocol x
Keyword in description Keywords of query in any description tag x
Keyword in meta
content

Keywords of query in any meta tag x

Keyword in meta
description

Keywords in the meta content tag x

Keyword in meta open
graph

Keywords in any meta open graph tags x

Keyword in title open
graph

Keywords in title open graph tag x
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Table 2: Datasets

Dataset Description Queries Results Source Max. result
output per
query

Feature importance
(Top-3)

Google
Trends

Dataset with queries
from Google Trends
collected from March
to June 2020 and from
November and
December 2020.

1,563 207,522 https://trends.google.de/
trends/?geo=DE

325 News (0.53)
Description (0.36)
URL Length (0.15)

Radical right Joint work with a
regional media
regulation authority
to evaluate the use of
SEO on probably
radical right content.

80 12,673 Queries provided by the
Medienanstalt
Hamburg/Schleswig-
Holstein (regional
media regulation
authority).

258 Description (0.56)
News (0.46)
Open Graph (0.18)

Coronavirus 482 queries from
Germany related to
the covid pandemic,
collected in March
2020.

271 36,658 https:
//github.com/microsoft/
BingCoronavirusQuerySet

277 Description (0.54)
News (0.49)
Open Graph (0.18)

Figure 1: Results from the classification into SEO classes

depend on particular datasets and what similarities between the
datasets can be found.

5 RESULTS
The results of the automatic classification are shown in Figure 1. It
can be seen that the vast majority of the results are either optimized
or probably optimized. Depending on the dataset, we can see that
between 41.5 and 63 percent of the results found are classified as
definitely being optimized. Differences between the datasets can be
attributed to the higher proportion of news content found in the
Trends and Corona dataset as opposed to the radical right dataset

(Google Trends: 48,4 %, radical right: 27 %, Coronavirus: 31 %). Only
a small fraction of the results are classified as not optimized (0.7
percent across all datasets). These are all results from Wikipedia,
as this is the only website on our list of definitely not optimized
sites. Our evaluation also shows that the fraction of probably not
optimized results depends on the topics of the datasets. Thus, the
percentage of non-optimized documents is the lowest for popular
queries, at 11%, while it is around 18% for the other, thematically
specific data sets.

In summary, we found that a large fraction of results found in
Google is either definitely optimized or probably optimized. Over
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Figure 2: Results available per position (n= 1,914 queries,
256,853 documents)

80 percent of results found belong to these categories. This does
not come as a surprise as we know that SEO is a multi-billion-dollar
industry, and businesses and other actors are often dependent on
the visibility their websites gain from search engine traffic. How-
ever, it should be noted that due to the limited number of results
that Google provides for a query (usually not more than 300), this
analysis considers these "top" results only. However, the results
paint a realistic picture of what a user willing to consider all results
will see, as manually querying Google will not lead to more results.

We also evaluated the probability of SEO on the top result po-
sitions across the search queries in our datasets. We decided to
evaluate the score up to position 130 in Google because the num-
ber of available results decreases sharply beyond this position (see
Figure 2). Thus, for many records, less than half are available from
the back positions than in the top 10 results.

We translated the class affiliation to a score by defining limit
values (not optimized = 0, probably not optimized = 33, probably
optimized = 67 and definitely optimized = 100). Figure 3 shows
the mean of the score on the positions in Google up to position
130. The mean of the score on position one is relatively low be-
cause of many Wikipedia results shown on the top position, which
we always classify as not optimized. We found 1,974 results from
Wikipedia in our dataset. Of these, 27 % were found on the top po-
sition and 79.3 % within the top ten positions. Figure 4 again shows
the distribution, excluding Wikipedia results. Our evaluations show
that the probability of SEO is slightly higher on top positions. This
is especially visible on the Google Trends dataset while SEO for
thematically specific topics seems to be more differentiate. SEO
for content according Coronavirus is more visible on the lower
rankings.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presented a method for identifying SEO measures in
results shown by commercial search engines. Our model for iden-
tifying these measures is based on an extensive literature review,
interviews with SEO professionals, and an evaluation with machine
learning algorithms. The automatic classification is based on factors
belonging to the three dimensions tools and plugins, URL lists, and
indicators for SEO. It incorporates a total of 21 factors. An analysis
based on three datasets with a total of 256,853 URLs shows that in

Figure 3: Score up to position 130

Figure 4: Score without Wikipedia up to position 130

Google, a large fraction of results available to users is optimized
through SEO measures. The results indicate that the effect of SEO
is stronger for popular queries.

A surprising result is that we did not find huge differences be-
tween the ratio of optimized results on different result positions.
We assumed that the further one goes down the result list, the lower
the ratio of optimized pages. We instead found that users will be
confronted with a high number of SEO-optimized documents, even
when they are willing to consider a large number of results.

This study has some limitations, the most apparent being that
only data from one search engine (Google) has been analyzed. Fur-
ther, while we tried to diversify queries and search results by using
three different datasets, the analysis is not based on a representative
sample of queries, as used by search engine users. In terms of the
factors used, our analysis is limited in that we did not consider
off-site factors (such as the number of backlinks). In future research,
we plan to add more search engines, increase datasets in terms of
size and diversity, and add more factors to our model.

In the results we were able to fetch, we found a large degree of
pages being optimized. This result held for all result positions. In
that sense, it would be interesting to experiment with data from
search engines like millionshort.com (see [40]), which allow for
removing top sources from the results and accessing results shown
on positions we could not scrape from Google. We assume that in
these positions, the probability of finding optimized content will
be much lower.
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Our research contributes to better understanding what users get
to see on search engine result pages. Apart from the organic results
to which the SEO measures apply, external influence can be exerted
through paid search advertising (PSM; "sponsored results"), where
advertisers bid for positions on the SERPs. Some research has also
focused on the mixture of paid-for and organic results on search
engine result pages (SERPs) and how users able vs. not able to
distinguish between the two result types show a different selection
behavior (e.g., [22, 24, 42]). Further, there is some research on search
engine companies’ self-interests and how they may influence what
is shown on the result pages [25]. From the perspective of search
engine providers, SEO constitutes an external influence on the
ranking functions.

On the one hand, SEO benefits search engines, and search engine
companies even provide help for SEO (e.g., Google’s SEO Starter
Guide, Webmaster Guidelines, and Search Central Help Commu-
nity). On the other hand, optimized pages influence what users
see in the result lists and may bias search results. This effect is
further enhanced when search engines incorporate user behavior
signals into ranking models through analyzing clicks and further
interactions with the results (e.g., [60, 63]). This may lead to a rich-
get-richer effect preferring content that is not necessarily the most
relevant.

The results reported in this paper are promising, but, of course,
further work is needed to refine and further evaluate the approach.
In future research, it might also be interesting to bring together
the different influences on the search result pages (i.e., through
SEO, paid search marketing, and search engine providers’ self-
interests) to measure how these influence user selection behavior
and knowledge acquisition through search engines.
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